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Competitors 
Wireless Inc. competes against many cell phone carriers and is unable to outspend this
competition. Major competitors include the big 4: AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, and Sprint.

Verizon & Disney +
AT&T & Spotify
T-Mobile & Simple Choice Program with Pandora, iHeartRadio and Hulu
Sprint & Hulu

Wireless Inc is in need of a tactic allowing their brand stand out against these competitors.

All competitors have a partnership with a video/streaming platforms → It would be beneficial for
Wireless Inc. to stand out against the oversaturated market of music/streaming partnerships

through partnering with a wellness/active brand like Class Pass.



COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES

Continue to increase awareness among DLs

Increase consideration to fuel purchase intent

Increase sales



AUDIENCE PERSONAS

Busy Mom Mandy (36) Connected Carla (31) Divorced Dad David (39)
On her plate: work, fitness, cooking,
family schedule, social life, finding me-
time
She picks out the mobile plan for the
family (like most other things including
food, clothes, activities, and vacations)

Moved to a new city for her job, away
from her family which she travels
home to see 1x a month
Social Media Director and balances
everything work with the help of her
phone

Uses his phone as a fitness
motivational tool (ex: workout apps)
Likes to read blogs for single dads:
healthy recipes, help with
homework, etc.



FLIGHTING

Radio is 22% of media usage of Q1
Podcasts being big

Passions to explore: music and wellness

Internet 31% of media usage in Q1

More likely to use their phone to listen to music and
watch videos

People vowing to get in shape
One of Wireless Inc. passion points;
Wellness

New Year Wellness (January/Q1)
Surplus income potential

Willing to pay more for quality coverage
so that they never have to be offline

Christmas and New Year bonuses



INSIGHT

Tech-savvy, wellness-oriented go-getters
Open to spending to invest in wellness

DLs utilize online platforms as avenues of self-improvement and
leisure

Connectivity allows them to buttress their values through the
betterment of their lifestyle and health

Highly connected routines and media habits (see Personas) allow the DL
to be reached effectively through our highlighted channels and partners

Why does our recommendation align with our Digital Lifeline? 

DL Psychographics 

DL  Affinities with Partners and Recommendation

What can we do to reach our Digital Lifeline? 

People need the confidence to execute better decisions concerning their wellness. 



MEDIA OUTLOOK

OBJECTIVES CHANNELS EXAMPLE 
PARTNERS

classpass

Awareness

Wireless Inc.
Customers



1,250,000
Impressions

$100,000GooglePaid Search

$500K BUDGET

Programmatic 2 channels
$25k per 

channel/$50k total
500,000 

Impressions

362,000 
Impressions

2,500,000 
Impressions

2,150,000
Impressions

1,428,000
 Impressions

~8,190,000 Total Impressions

$100,000

$50k per audience/
 $100k Total

$50k per podcast/
 $100k total

$100,000

30 second video

2 Audiences

Reply All and 
Mama Said

Facebook

Hulu

Youtube

Podcasts
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PARTNERSHIP:
CLASSPASS

MASTERING THE ART OF SELLING PRESENTATION

Free 2 Month
Subscription to

ClassPass ($140 value)



APPENDIX

MASTERING THE ART OF SELLING PRESENTATION


